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Exercise 1

sum=0; %initial value
for i=1:length(x)

if x(i)>0
sum=sum+x(i);

end
end
disp(['the summation of positive value=' 
num2str(sum)])



Exercise 2



Exercise 3

function [ Seq ] = SEQ(a,b,c)
Seq(1)=a;
Seq(2)=b;
for i=3:c
Seq(i)=Seq(i-1)*2;
end

Write a MATLAB function for the following sequence sequence 1,2,4,8,…

Given the first two elements and number of the next elements, the program

will generate and printout the next (a) elements the Fibonacci sequence .



Exercise 4

function [ Seq ] = Fibonacci(a,b,c)
Seq(1)=a;
Seq(2)=b;
for i=3:c
Seq(i)=Seq(i-1)+Seq(i-2);
end

3-The following sequence is called a Fibonacci sequence 1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55 after the

first two elements each element of the sequence is the sum of the pervious two elements .

Write a MATLAB function Fibonacci which given the first two elements and number of

the next elements, the program will generate and printout the next (a) elements the

Fibonacci sequence .



Exercise 5

When n electrical resistors are connected in 

parallel, their equivalent resistance REq can 

be determined from:1/req=1/r1+….1/rn. 

Write a user-defined MATLAB function 

that calculates REq· For the function name 

and arguments use Req = REQ(R). The 

input to the function is a vector in which 

each element is a resistor value, and the 

output from the function is Req. Use the 

function to calculate the equivalent 

resistance when the following resistors are 

connected in parallel: 50, 75, 300, 60, 500, 

180, and 200 ohms.

function Req=REQ(R)

%calculate the equ. resistance 

of number of resistors

%connected in parallel

sum=0;

for i=1:length(R)

if R(i)<0

error('Please enter 

correct value of R')

break

elseif R(i)==0

error('one of a resistor 

is short circuit')

break

end

sum=sum+1/R(i);

end

Req=1/sum;



Exercise 6

Write a MATLAB function to 

calculate the total cost of a home, if 

the customer pay X$ at the 

beginning of contract, monthly 

installment M$ and the annual 

interest  rate R for number of years 

Y. 

function Total_cost = 

HOME(X,M,R,Y)

%X:Money at contract

%M:monthly installment

%R: Annual interst rate

%Y: Number of year

cost_y(1)=M*12;

for i=2:Y

M_r=R*M+M;

M=M_r;

cost_y(i)=M*12;

end

Total_cost=X+sum(cost_y);

end



Exercise 7



Exercise 8

Write a temperature system converting MATLAB function 
f2c(), The converting formula is C = 5/9(F − 32). Round the 
result to the nearest integer.
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